
 

 

Good morning, 

It’s an honor and a great pleasure to have you all here today to celebrate together the end 

of session day, this session that has been both intense and studious. 

This is the 6th session for technicians and engineers and the 3rd for operators. The 1st one was 

in 2009, and since then, much progress has been made in the content of programs and the 

staff of OGIM instructors was reinforced by new skills. 

Today OGIM has a good reputation in our sector. As a matter a fact, the number of 

companies who trust us is increasing continuously in both in house training and public 

courses, particularly among them SEREPT, SITEP, TPS, OMV, SODEPS, Winstar, 

CFTP, Sarost, Perenco, Solid, WWS, Petrofac and others 

We finished this year with a nice new: we recently have been informed that we were 

selected by Business Initiative Directions to receive the International Star for Quality award 

in September 21, 2014 at a ceremony that will be held in Geneva, Switzerland. 

We follow with interest our previous graduates and find that our engineers  technicians and 

operators have a good professional image (reputation), although (bien que) recruitment 

unfortunately is not as we wish. This is mainly due to current economic difficulties and 

employment problems in our country. 

We should keep being hopeful and maintain the same quality standards, if not more (sinon 

plus). Our efforts will be rewarded. 

The conference of mr ali gaaya, who will take the floor after me, will show us that our 

country has significant potential that just wait for our skills and goodwill (bonnes volontés). 

Thanks to our instructors for the effort they have provided. The Board of classes was very 

busy yesterday. To our successful students, I say bravo and congratulations. To those who 

have been less fortunate, I ask them to keep the flame, good will and hope. You should know 

that failure is usually first step of success. 

After mr ali gaaya’s conference, we will follow with interest the students’ presentations and 

give the floor to our guests who wish to speak. Finally, diplomas and trophies will be given to 

students before going to lunch together. 


